Kite Flying Skills

Trying something new is often exciting not to mention how eager anyone usually is to show their might or conquer this new field. I decided to try kite flying. For so many reasons I had been procrastinating on taking the step and adventuring, not forgetting how much most of my friends had pushed me into the action without success. I finally decide to take up the challenge, mainly as a preparation for the next kite festival. I called one of my friends who was quite excited about hearing the request. Without much hesitation, we were off to get me a delta, single line kite (Which Kites Are Most Fun) for my adventure. I might have preferred my own making, but given the much effort needed in the endeavor, we choose the easier way out. However, they took time showing me how to assemble one not forgetting how much they insisted on following the manual guide and reading all the regulations before granting me the chance to try flying.

It was quite an adventure especially learning to control the kite in fluctuating wind speed. Reading the regulations, however, gave me an upper hand and enabled me to raise as many issues as I could regarding the activity. One key regulation was not to fly near highways or high lines (Simple Kite Flying Rules). This minimizes chances of accidents when the kite comes crumbling down when the wind intensity reduces. Mine came down so many times considering I was not able to adequately control it yet. Despite being an adventure, it was a learning activity with many take-home points such as how to assemble a kite and a few regulations that will ensure my safety and
that of other people. It is my advice therefore that everyone takes the opportunity to read all instructions and regulations carefully before undertaking the adventure. Alternatively, while trying a new activity, being with someone who is much acquainted with the activity will be more advantageous.
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